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ON TRANSFORMATIONS z(t) = L(t)y(<p(t)) OF 
FUNCTIONAL-DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
VACLAV TRYHUK 
(Communicated by Milan Medved?) 
ABSTRACT. The paper describes the general form of an ordinary differential 
equation of the order n + 1 (n > 1) with m (m > 1) delays which allows 
a nontrivial global transformations consisting of a change of the independent 
variable and of a nonvanishing factor. A functional equation of the form 
f(8,Wv, W{1)v{1),..., W{m)v(m)) 
n 
= J2Wn+livi + wn+ln+lf'(^#(1)> • .- ,V(m)) , 
t = 0 
s, a; G 1R; W, ^Vm> • • •, W,m)
 a r e r e a l v a l u e d n + 1 by n + 1 matrices, v, v{j) € 
Î П + 1 . 
' ( l ) » - - - » ^ ( ) 
^tj = aij ( x i ' * • • ' ^ t - j + i ' u> u i> * • • > ^ t - > ) f o r t n e g i v e n functions a^ is 
solved on R, u ^ 0. 
1. Introduction 
The theory of global pointwise transformations of homogeneous linear dif­
ferential equations was developed in the monograph of F. N e u m a n [8] (see 
historical remarks, definitions, results and applications). The most general form 
of global pointwise transformations for homogeneous linear differential equations 
of the nth order (n > 2) is 
z(t) = L(t)y(<p(t)) , 
where </? is a bijection of an interval J onto an interval I ( J C R , J C R ) and 
L(t) is a nonvanishing function on J, i.e. this global transformation consists of 
a change of the independent variable and of a nonvanishing factor L. The form 
of the most general pointwise transformations of homogeneous linear differential 
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equations with deviating arguments was derived in [4], [7], [9], [10], [11]. This 
form coincides for an arbitrary order with the form considered for linear dif-
ferential equations of the nth (n > 2) order without deviation. An interesting 
problem is solved by J. A c z e 1 [2] by means of functional equations, eliminating 
regularity conditions from [5]. In [2] the ordinary differential equation of second 
order in the explicit form 
y"(x)=f(x,y(x),y'(x)) (1) 
is considered together with solutions y(x) and y(h(x)) of the equation (1), 
where h satisfies a differential equation 
h"(x) = g(x,h(x),ti(x)). 
We can also formulate A c z e l ' s problem by using transformation z(t) = 
L(t)y((p(t)) with the factor L = 1 under the conditions (p(I) = J , (p"(x) = 
g(x, (p(x), (p'(x)), x G / , such that the transformation converts any equation (1) 
into itself, i.e. by using a nontrivial stationary transformation. 
Moreover, a general form 
y"(x) = b(y(x))y'(x)2 +p(x)y'(x) 
where (p satisfies a differential equation (p"(x) = p(x)(p'(x) -p((p(x))(p'(x)2 and 
b, p are arbitrary functions, was derived by J. A c z e 1 [2], M o o r - P i n t e r [5] 
for the equation (1). This general form is generally nonlinear second order differ-
ential equation and allows a transformation z(t) = y((p(t)) such that transforms 
the equation into itself on the whole interval of definition. A c z e l ' s result is 
generalized in [13] for transformations z(t) = L(t)y((p(t)) of the second order 
differential equations, in [15], [16] for ordinary differential equations of the order 
n + 1 (n > 1), in [14] for functional-differential equations of the first order with 
m (m>l) delays. 




i = i j = i 
where bt, <5-• are continuous (at a point) solutions of Cauchy's power functional 
equation b(xy) = b(x)b(y),b: M-{0} -> R; ^{(p{x)) = f{^(x)) ,x£l = <p{I), 
if satisfies a differential equation 
ip'(x)=g{x,ip(x),L(x),L(^(x)),...,L{im(x)yj 
m 
o^iHx)) II Si3iL{^(x))) 
= i^l } i = i,...,k, 
ai{(p(x))L(x) 
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L satisfies a differential equation 
L'(x) = h(x, tp(x), L(x), L{^(x)),..., L(e m (x) ) ) 
= (q{x) - q{<f(x))(p'(x)}L(x), x G I 
and a- ^ 0, q are arbitrary functions, was derived in [14], This form allows 
a transformation z(x) = L(x)y{cp(x)) such that transforms the equation into 
itself on / . 
In this paper we derive a general form of functional-differential equations of 
the order n + 1 (n > 1) with m (m > 1) delays which allows transformations 
z(t) = L(t)y{ip(t)) that transform the equation into itself on the whole interval 
of definition. Further on we assume that solutions vanishes at some points on / . 
We prove that the most general functional-differential equation of the order 
n + 1 (n > 1) of the above property, defined for y G 1R, is a linear functional-
differential equation. 
2. Notation 
Let V n + 1 denote an (n + 1)-dimensional vector space, c = [ c 0 , . . . , cn]
T = 
[cJiLo £ V n +i being a vector of the space written in the column form;
 T means 
the transposition. Denote o = [ 0 , . . . , 0]T the origin of V n + 1 and e 0 , . . . , en 
an orthonormal basis in V n + 1 . Let V n + 1 be equipped with the scalar product 
n 
{v->q) — zC Pi^i for a n y P a i r Pt q ° f l t s vectors. 
Let Vi*>"-,Vm be m vectors from V n + 1 . Notation P = [p l 5 - . - ,P m ] = 
i 
[p^]}^',"."'^ denotes a matrix and (P,Q) = YlVijqij the scalar product of two 
j 
matrices of the same type, PQ or Pp denotes the matrix multiplication. We 
denote O = [ o , . . . , o]-0 n the zero matrix, E = [ e 0 , . . . , en] the unit matrix, 
Z^. = [o , . . . , o, e-, o,. . . , o] 'with e- G V n + 1 in the j t h column. 
Consider real functions y G C n + 1 ( / ) , / C M being an interval, Ci, £2> • • • > fm 
G C n ( / ) , ^ : J - » / , Co = i d/> £/ ^ ^ for i / fc; i>fc E { 0 , . . . , m } ; m,n G 
N = { 1 , 2 , . . . } . We denote ( ^ ( a ; ) ) ) * 0 = d'y^x))/dx\ y « (£,(*)) = 
d'y^x^/d^xY, x G / and ^ ( x ) = y&{x), Vij(x) = y& {£j{x)). Then 
y(x)= [ij0(x),yi(x),...,yn(x)]
T = [y(x),yf(x),... , » W ( x ) ] T G V n + 1 for each 
T G / and we denote F(x) = |jf(f/(a;)), • • ^ l / ^ W ) ] , x G / . 
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3. Definitions, preliminary results 
Denote by (/) and (/*) the ordinary differential equations 
y(n+l){x) = f(x,y(X),...,y(")(X),y^1(X)),...,y(")^1(X)),... 
•••,y(uz))>---^(n)(a*))) 
z(^){t) = r(t,z(t),...,z^(t),z{Vl(t)),...,z^{Vl(t)),... 
•••^(*7„.(t)),---^ ( n )(»7m(*))), i e J C M , 
of the order n + 1 (n > 1) with m ( m > 1) delays. Here y G C n + 1 ( / ) , / C R 
being an interval, f i .^,--- .Cm G <?"(-"), ^-: -* -> I, f0 =
 id/» fj # £fc f o r 
j 7̂  fc; j , fc G {0, . . . , m } ; m, n G N, for ( / ) . Similar assumptions we consider 
for ( /*) . 
To obtain the functional-differential equations we suppose that / ( x , 0 , . . . , 0, 
j = l , . . . , m 
aoi>-- - » 0 ^ 0 f o r E a ? j^° -
i = 0 , . . . , n 
DEFINITION. (See [8; p. 25-26].) We say that (/) is globally transformable 
into (/*) with respect to the transformation z(t) = L(t)y((p(t)) if there exist 
two functions L, tp such that 
— the function L is of the class Cn + 1(J) and is nonvanishing on J, 
— the function ip is a C n + 1 diffeomorphism of the interval J onto the 
interval / 
and the function 
z(t) = L(t)y(cp(t)), teJ, (2) 
is a solution of the equation (/*) whenever y is a solution of the equation ( / ) . 
If ( /) iS globally transformable into ( /*) , then we say that ( / ) , (/*) are 
equivalent equations. We say that (2) is a stationary transformation if it globally 
transforms the equation (/) into itself on 7, i.e. if L G C n + 1 ( 7 ) , L(x) / 0 
on / , cp is a C n + 1 diffeomorphism of I onto I = (p(I) and the function z(x) = 
L(x)y((p(x)) is a solution of (/) whenever y(x) is a solution of ( / ) . 
If ( / ) , (/*) are equivalent equations then (see [4], [7], [9], [11]) 
Zj{<p{t))=<p{r,j{t)) 
is satisfied on J for deviations f., rj-, j = 1 , . . . ,m . 
For stationary transformations we get 
£ > ( * ) ) - ^ ( t ) ) 
on 7", j = 1 , . . . , m . Such commutable functions were investigated in [17], [18]. 
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PROPOSITION 1. ([12; Lemma 1]) Let n G N and let the relation 
z(t) = L(t)y(<p(t)) 
be satisfied where real functions y: I —> -R, z: J -» K belong to classes Cn+l(I), 
C n + 1(J) respectively), and L: J -» R, L G Cr(J), L(t) ^ 0 on J, and if is a 
Cr diffeomorphism of J onto I, for some integer r > n + 1. Then 
i 
*(i)M = £%(*)</(j)0/K*)) 
3=0 
= ai0(t)y{ip(t)) + aa(t)y'{v(t)) +••• + au(t)y^{<p(t)) , 
i € { 0 , l , . . . , n + l } , 
where 
S o W = L(*)> • • •. aio(*) = a'i-io(*) > * >- - ; 
atj (t) = a j _ y (t) + Oi.! , . , . (t)v^(*), * > J > 1; 
*iS) = Oi - i i - i (*)^(«) . i € { 0 , 1 , . . . , n + 1} , 
are real functions, atj(t) € C ^
- ^ " 1 ^ ) /or j > 0, and ai0(t) € C " -
i ( J ) . 
Moreover, 
a i 0(t) = L
( i ) ( t ) , i > 0 ; 
0il (t) = {L(tMt))
(i) - L(i) (tMt) = £ (j) L«> ( t ) ^ (t), i > 1; 
j=o 
%W = ())L^)(t)v'(tý + Q I J L W ^ ^ - V ^ + ^ W 
+ r i . ( L , . . . , L
( i ^ - I ) , ^ ' , . . . > ( i ^ ) ) ( ť ) , i > j > l ; 
a*t-2 W = a)L"(ť)^'(ť)
i"2 + (*) (L(ť)̂ '"(ť) + 3L'(ť)y>"(ť)y (ťř 3 
+ 3á)L(ťV(ťřV'(ť)2, i>2; 
«« i(ť) = (Í)LW(ť-ř1 + (j)L(ty (ťřVtť), i > 2 ; 
ait.(ť) = L ( ť V ( ť )
i , i > 0 
a l 0(ť) = a í 0 ( L « ) ( ť ) , i > 0 ; 
i > j > 0, 
i 6 { 0 , l , . . . , n + l } . 
a , J ( ť ) = a u . ( L , . . . , L
( i - ^ , V ' , . . . , ^ ^
+ 1 ) ) ( ť ) , 
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Remark 1. Let the assumptions of Proposition 1 be satisfied. Then 
z(t) = A(t)y(if(t)) 
is true on J for A(t) = [%-(*)]*^1
,'",^l, where ai;j(t) = 0 for j > %. Moreover, 
from ( / ) , (/*) and Proposition 1 we get 






= (s„+i (*) ,y>(*) ) )+«„+i„+i (*)j/(n+1)(v(*)) 
= K+iW,y1#)) + \+in+ ,(t)/(#j1#)jt1Mt))),-.. ,^mWt)))) 
= R+1(0.s7fa(*))) + on+ln+^^ 
is satisfied on J for transformations (2). Thus ( / ) , (/*) are equivalent equations 
if and only if functions L, <p satisfy the assumptions of Proposition 1 and 
r(t,A(t)$(<p(t)),A(Vl{t))y(^ 
= (Sn+1(t),y(<p(t)))+an+ln+1(t)f(<p(t),y(<p(t)) 
holds on J for functions / , / * . 
4. Results 
LEMMA 1. Let n,r G N and r > n + 1. Lei </? satisfy the assumptions of 
Proposition 1. T/ien (2) is a stationary transformation of the equation ( / ) if 
and only if <p(I) = I and the real function f satisfies the functional equation 
f(s,Wv, [W{j)v(i)]) = (wn+1,v)+wn+ln+1f(x,v, [v(j)]) , 
f{x,3,V)?0 for V^O, 
where W = [ t -^o , . . . , . , = [t%-]£o,...£> ™»+i = K+io> w „ + i i ' • • • > w „ + i J T > 
v = K ' w i ' - - - ' ' U J T and wio = aio(ui)> wa = aij(x1,x2,...,xi_j+1,u,u1,... 
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• • • iui-j) for 3 > 0, are defined by 
wio = uii ! < i < n; 
Wn+10 = M5*^^,*/,^, • • • 'Un) ! 
wu = (o>*i + (i)^i^i-i + • • * + G-i)^-i^i i i < * < n; 
w
n + n = (
n + l)u9(s, x, xx,. • •, xn, u, u , , . . . , _n) + J2 (")«,•*„_,•; 
j = i 
Wy = ©«t-^í + 0-1)^1 V . + l 
+ r i i (x 1 , . . . , _ i _ j , _ 1 , . . . , i í i _ i _ 1 ) , Kj<i; 
wu-2 = (_>2*_~2 + (3) (**3 + St i^ )**" 3 + Hi)ux\-4x22 , t > 2 
wa-i = ( i K ^ i - 1 + (_>*i~2*2 1 % > 2 
w « = t4xi> * -̂  ° 
where s, «z;=--.r0, xi? v=v0, v{, u=u0,... ^ui G R, tx 7-- 0; a--; r-- are rea/ /tmc-
ttons, n G N. Here v^v^y . . . , #(m) G V n + 1 ; W, Wm, . . . , W(m) are matrices 
defined similarly to W. 
P r o o f . Let the assumptions of Lemma 1 be satisfied. The transforma-
tion (2) is a global stationary transformation of the equation (/) if and only if 
ip(I) = I and the real function / satisfies 
/ ( ^ ( i ) ^ ) ) , ^ * ^ 
= & + . (*),»(¥>(*))) 
+ «„+in+i(*)/(^(*),fM*)),f(^i (*))), •••,^(em(*)))), tei. 
We denote s = t, x = y?(*), x ( j ) = ¥>(£,(*)), .ci(i) = y>
(<) (•!,•(*)), «._-) = 
£ ( i ) ( ^ ( * ) ) , ^ t o = u t , w t O ( j ) = « i O ) ; « ' i f c = O i * ( » i , - - - , a : i - f c + i , « , « 1 , . - - , t i i _ f c ) , 
wik(j) = aik(xi(j)'--->xi-k+i(j)>uti)>uiU)>--->ui-k(j)) 0' = I,-•-,*») for * > 
A; > 1. Using definitions of functions aik we obtain the assertion of Lemma 1. 
• 
LEMMA 2. Consider arbitrary matrices W(k) = [wjtk\] ._0 ; V = 
[%)]j=l m! H = K-]j-°C,m = [^]j=0,...,n>- w f t e r e ^(fc)' %)» ^i G V »+l > 
l1^ = l»ti(^); l° = 1, •••,"!; m,n 6 N. 
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The general continuous solution, in the class of functions continuous at 




H(0) = 0, H(Eij) = Eij, 
is given by 
H{V) = V. 
P r o o f . Let k 6 { 1 , . . . , m} be fixed and v{j) = o for j ^ k. Then 
H(o,...,o,W{k)v{k),o,...,o) 
n 
= Y,H(W{l)ei,o,.. .,o)hn (o,...,o,v{k),o,... ,o) + • • • 
i=0 
• ' ' + £ H {°> ' ' • > °> W(k) ^i>°>-->°)hik{°>--->°>;S{k)>°>--->°) + ''' 
i=0 
n 
* ' * + ̂ 2Hi°> • • ->°> W(mfi)him{°> • ' ' >°>*{k)> °> • ' ' > °) 
i=0 
where W(k) = [wj(k)], wj(k),v(k) G V n + 1 . We have 
hi:i{o,...,o,v{k),o,...,d)=0 for j^k (5) 
because the left hand side of the above equation is independent of W(-\, j ^ k. 
Hence 
H*(W{k)v{k)) = E I I * ^ ^ ) ^ ^ ) , (6) 
i=0 
II* (#(*)) := H(°> •••,o,v{k),o,...,o). 
Using v{k) = e0 + e1 and H*(o) = H(0) = O for W{k)v{i) = wi{k) = o 
{i > 2) we get 
H*{x+y) = aH*{x) + (3H*{y), c , / 3 e i , x,yeVn+l, (7) 
where a = h*ok{e0 + £,) , (3 = h*lk{e0 + ex), x = W{k)e0 , y = W{k)ex. 
For x = o we have H*{y) = aH*{o) + (3H*{y) and (3 = 1. Similarly y = 6 
gives a = 1 and (7) becomes 
H*{x+y)=H*{x) + H*{y), x,#€Vn+l. (8) 
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Breaking up (8) into columns h* (j = 1 , . . . , ra) we obtain the analogue of 
Cauchy's functional equation 
h*(x + y) = h*(x) + h*(y), S,y£Vn+1, (9) 
for every j G { 1 , . . . , ra}. The general solution of (9) in the class of functions 
h*: E n + 1 —i> Rn+1 continuous at a point is given by 
h*(x) = Cjx, xeVn+1, (10) 
where C- is a constant n + 1 by n + 1 matrix, j G { 1 , . . . , ra} (see A c z e 1 [1]). 
For a fixed column k, the condition H(Eik) = Eik (i,k G {0, . . . ,n}) is 
equivalent to the conditions 
r ^ - v r , - - * - , - . -x / o f o r j ^ k , . 
V e J = M o , . . . , o , e i , o , . . . , o ) = <{ -• . « = 0 , . . . , n . 
We get 
Cfc = £ , ^ . = 0 for j / k , 
and 
H*{v(k)) =H(o,...,o,v{k),o,...,5) = [o , . . . ,o , iTw ,o , . . . ,o] (11) 
for every fixed k G {1 , . . . ,ra} using (10). 
Putting v,.^ = e0 (j = 1,. . . ,ra) into (4) we get 
H(w0(l),...,w0{m)) 
= a0lH(w0(1), o,..., o) + • • • + a0mH(o,..., ^H0(m)) 
rt n 
+ S«i l^K(l)»^ • • • ,o) + • • • + Ja i mff(o, • • • ^i(m)) > 
i = l i = l 
where D̂̂ (J.) = Wyxe^ and a -̂ = / ^ ( e 0 , . . . , e0). Here a^. = 0 for i > 0 because 
the left hand side of the equation is independent of ^Z^(•), i > 0. 
Thus, using (11), 
H(w0(l),..., w0(m)) - Q?01Jy^0(1),5;... ,o ) + • • • + a0mH(o,.. - ,o,tf0(m)) 
= aoi K(i)> 3 • • •, o] + • • • + a0m [o,..., o, W n 
(1 ) , u, . . . , u j -r r u;Qm \u, . . • , u, ^o(m) J 
= [a01^0(l)»"- •»
a0m^0(m)J 
and we have 
^ ( ^ l ) - - - ^ ( m ) ) = M l ) - " - ^ 0 m V ) ] > %') G V n + 1 -
The conditions H(Ei-) = .E-. are fulfilled if and only if a0 • = 1, i G 
{0 , . . . , n} , j G { l , . . . , r a } . 
Hence 
77(F) = V («=» ̂ 0 0 = ^ ) 
is the general solution of the matrix functional equation (4) in the class of func-
tions continuous at a point. • 
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THEOREM 1. The general real valued solutions of (3) continuous at a point 
are given by 
f(x, v, V) = (p(x),v) + q(x), q(x) jL 0 , (12) 
and 
f(x,v,V) = {p(x),v) + (Q(x),V), (13) 
where pt, q, q{. are arbitrary functions, Q = [qtj] = [q^, p,v,q. G V n + 1 , 
i G {0,. . . , n } ; j G {1, . . • , ra} ; ra,n G N. 
P r o o f . Consider the functional equation (3) 
f(s,Wv, [W{j)v{j)]) = (wn+1,r?) +wn+ln+j(x,v, [v(j)]^j , 
f(x,V) = f(x,o,V)^0 for V^O. 
Using (3) and v = o we have 
/"(*' [WuM) = wn+m+ i /(^ [%)]) • (
14) 
Define the functions pt(x) = f(x, e{, O). Then (3) together with V = [v, • J = O 
and v = ei, i G {0, . . . , n), gives 
™n+i; = /(*> W î> O) - wn+ln+lPi(x), i G {0, . . . , n} . (15) 
Substituting (14), (15) into (3) we obtain 
f(s,Wv, [WU)v(j)}) - £ f(s,WevO)vt 
k{*>[^]) : = f( iw ~\\ 
f{s>[Wu)Vu)]) (16) 
f(x,v,[v{j)}) - (p{x),v) 
/>>[%)]) 
The function / is given by 
f(x,v,V) = (p(x),v)+f(x,V)h(v,V), h(o,V) = l for V + O (17) 
because f(x,V) = f(x,o,V) = /(x, V)h(o, V) and / (x ,F) / 0 for arbitrary 
n -f- 1 by m matrix V / O. Moreover, 
f(s,Wv, [W{j)vU}}) = J2f(s, W i , O K + / ( 5 , [W^tTy)] ) /»(* [v{j)]) . (18) 
2 = 0 
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= q(s)Y:S(Wei)vi+f(s, [W{j)vU)])h(v, [v{j)]) 
i=0 
and using [V(j)) = O we get 
q(S)5(Wv) = q(s)(j2^
WgM + S^yj^ 5(o) = h(o,0) = l. (20) 
because 
q(s) = q(s)h(o,0) 
with respect to (17). 
First we consider q(s) = / (s , O ) ^ 0 . Then 5(o) = h(o, O) = 1, 
n 
S(Wv) = ] T 6(Wei)vi + 5(v) (21) 
i=0 
n 
and 5(et) =- 5{Wei) - 5(Wei) = 0 for i = 0 , . . . ,n. Choosing {? = ]T) ê  = 
i=0 
( 1 , . . . , 1)T = 1 E V n + 1 we obtain 
n 
6(W1) =YJ
5(Wei) + K, K = 5(l) 
i=0 
and 
5* {Wl) =5*(J2 W?i) = E 5^Wed (22) 
\ i=0 / i=0 
for 5*(u) = 5(u) + Km The general solution of (22) continuous at a point is of 
the form 
n 
5*(u) = Y,^i = (^), c<el, uevn+1 (23) 
i=0 
(see Acze l [1]). Moreover, 1 = 5(o) = 5*(o) - f = - f . Hence 
5(u) = (c,u) + l (24) 
by means of J.22), (23). We have 0 = 5(e{) = (c, e^ + 1 = ct+l for i G {0,. . . ,n}. 
Thus c = — 1 and 
5(u) = l-(T,u), ueVn+1. (25) 
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We get £ 5(Wet) = (l, (E-W)v) and (21) is satisfied for all v e V n + 1 . Using 
(11) and (25) we obtain 
/( s> [WU)*U)]) {h{WjJ> iWU)%)}) - h& V)) = q(s)(l, (E - W)v). (26) 
We have 
f(s, V)(h(Wv, V) - h(v, V)) = q(s)(f, (E - W)v) , V = [v(j)] (27) 
for W(j)v(j) = E (j = l,...,m). Then (27) together with V = E, q(s) = 
f(s,E), h(v) = h(v,E) gives 
q(s)(h(Wv) - h(v)) = q(s)(l, (E - W)v) , (28) 
h(Wv)-h(v) gM R_{Q} 
(1,(E-W)v) q(s) 
for W ^ E, v ^ o. It follows 
q(s) = jq(s) (29) 
and we get 
~h(Wv) = K(v) + r-(l,(E- W)v). 
For v = e0 we have h(w0) = h(e0) + r (1 , e0) — r(1 , w0), i.e. 
K(v) = a-r(T,v), aeR, r € R - { 0 } . (30) 
The comparison of (27) and (28) gives 
f(s,V)(h(Wv,V) - h(v,V)) =q(s)(h(Wv)-h(v)) = q(s) (l, (E - W)v) 
Z(V) •= M W ^ ) - M ^ T ) = q(s) , 0 
(l,(E-W)v) h3,v)r 
for W ^ E, v ^ o by means of (29), (30). Thus 
and 
h(Wv, V) = h(v, V) + z(V)(1, (E - W)v) . 
For v = e0 we have 
h(w0,V) = h(e0,V) + z(V)(l,e0)-z(V)(l,w0) 
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and h(v, V) is given by 
h(v1V)=l(V)-z(V){lv). (32) 
Using (26) we obtain 
TdWojfy).) -7(PW)1) *= (
ZUWU)%)V -*([%)]))(-*.*) (33) 
and with v = o, v,^ = e 0 (-;' = 1, • . . , m ) we have 
7H«)])=7eR, 
i.e. 
7(V) = 7 e R . (34) 
Similarly, from (33) and (34) we get 
z(V) = z G R - {0} . (35) 
Hence 
h(v,V) = 7 - z ( l , t 7 ) , 7 G R , Z G R - { 0 } (36) 
in accordance with (32), (34), (35). We compare (36) with (25), 
h(v,V)=1-z{l,v) =h(v,0) = 5(v) = l - ( l , t7) 
and we obtain 
h(v,V) = 1 - (1,t7) , 7 (V) = 1, z(V) = l, (37) 
V = [v{j)]] T7,T7(J) G V n + 1 . Combined (17) with (31) and (37) it follows 
/ (Z ,T7 , V) = (p(x),v)+q(x){l - ( l , t7)) , 
i.e. 
/ ( x , T7, V) = (p*(x), T7) + q(x), g(x) ^ 0 , (38) 
where Po .pJ , . . . ,p* are arbitrary functions and the form (12) of Theorem 1 is 
derived. 
In the case q(s) = f(s,0) = 0, using (19), we have 
/ * ( W , [ ^ (39) 
Choosing T7 = tf(j) = ̂  ( j = 1 , . . . , ra) we obtain /&(w0, [tD0(j)]) = /i G R. Hence 
h(v, V) = 1 (40) 




where f(x, O) = q(x) = 0. Consider (14) 
f(s, [WU)vU)]) = wn+ln+j(x, [v(j)]) . 
Define the functions qtj = f(x, E{j), i e {0, . . . , n} , j e { 1 , . . . , m} . Then 
f(s, Wtj) = wn+ln+1f(s,Eij) = wn+ln+1q..(x), ( 4 2 ) 
where 
W{j = [fi,...,ff,WU)?i,5,...,3], 
WU)et = wi(j) being the ith. column of W(j). Using (14), (42) we have 
m(n+l)hij(V)..= l^J^M^^ (43) 
3 %(*) f(s,Wi:J) ' ^ 
V = P(k)], htj(V)^0, ie{0,...,n}, jG{l,...,m}.Thus 
f(x,V)=m(n + l)qij(x)hij(V) 
and the sum for all i, j gives 
f(x,V)=(Q(x),H(V)), Q = [qtJ], H=[hij\. (44) 
In accordance with q(x) = f(x,0) = (Q(x),H(0)) = 0 and qtj(x) = f(x,E-.) 
= (Q(x),H(E..))weget ^ 
H(0) = 0 and H(Eij)=Eij, i€{0,...,n}, j€{l,...,m}. (45) 
Similarly, using (43), 
/ ( * . [WW*W]) =£,hs>
Wij)hij(V(k)V • (46) 
i 
Substituting (44) into (46) we obtain 
(Q(S),H([w(k)v(k)])) = £(£(*),# (iiy ) v i o 
i 
= {Q(s),J2H(WiJ)hij(V)) 
and we need to solve the matrix equation 
H{W(i)V(i),...,W(m)iJ(m)) 
= EH(W(i)?i,o*,...,t)hil(V) + ... + f^H(o,o,...,W(m^ 
i=0 i=0 
H(0) = 0, H(Eij) = Eij, V=[v(k)], 
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in accordance with the definition of W{- and (45). The general continuous solu­
tion of (47), in the class of functions continuous at a point, is given by 
my) = v 
due to Lemma 2. Combined (41), (44) and (47) we obtain (13) and the assertion 
of Theorem 1 is proved. • 
THEOREM 2. If (2) is the stationary transformation of the equation (/) then 
(/) is a linear functional-differential equation 
y{n+X)(x) = yn+1(x) = f(x,y(x),Y(x)) = (p(x),y(x)) + (Q(x),Y(x)) , (47) 
where p{(x), q^(x) (i = 0,... , n ; j = 1,... ,m) are arbitrary functions, y(x) = 
(y(x),y'(x),...,y^(x)f, Y(x) = [y(^(x)),... ,y(tm(x))}, x e l . 
P r o o f . The assertion of Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. 
The transformation (2) is a stationary transformation of (/) if and only if 
(/?(/) = I and the real function (/) satisfies the functional equation (3). The 
solution of (3) corresponding to the functional-differential equation (/) is given 
by (13) 
f(x,vy) = (p(x),v) + (Q(x)y) 
and (/) becomes (48). • 
Remark 2. The criterion of global equivalence of the second order linear dif­
ferential equations was published by 0. B o r u v k a [3], of the third and higher 
order equations by F. N e u m an [8]. Some criterion of global equivalence of the 
second and higher orders linear functional-differential equations with m (m > 1) 
delays is derived in [12]. 
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